Updates on Global CCS Symposium at Regina, Canada

Let’s advance the
understanding & use
of CCS to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
“Real world”
considerations for using CCS
are important.
We can collaborate to:
• Stimulate development
• Bring down costs
• Promote greater
knowledge exchange

Global CCS Symposium: Overview
• October 3-5, 2017, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
• 150 representatives from 16 countries
“Advancing a Path Forward”
The Symposium focused on the positive and noteworthy stories of CCS in
operation, and the benefits of its world-wide deployment – as opposed to
barriers.
Coupled knowledge sharing with learning opportunities amongst
technical and policy experts.
Vision to accelerate the rate of use of this innovative technology through
collaboration.
Tour of SaskPower’s Boundary Dam Carbon Capture Facility, Carbon Capture Test
Facility, and Aquistore storage project.

GLOBAL CCS Symposium: Our Intent

Bringing together countries with
significant
experience
in CCS

with those,

early in the
learning curve

we can stimulate world-wide CCS development
ensuring that the projects that follow are
LOWER
RISK

SIMPLER

CHEAPER

EVEN MORE
EFFECTIVE

Symposium Highlights
LARGE-SCALE CCS DEVELOPMENT: “IT CAN BE DONE”

BOUNDARY DAM

• World’s 1st post-combustion CCS facility. CO2 sold for EOR or injected into Aquistore.
• The results of this initiative will influence future CCS project development around the world.
• Lessons learned from this plant show costs can be up to 30% lower for a similar project.
CCS project capturing CO2 for EOR purposed in the nearby Oil Sands.
Private and public partnership with federal and provincial funding structure was successful.
Sufficient incentives and utilization options make future opportunities economically viable.
If built again, cost savings of up to 30% could be achieved

SHELL QUEST

•
•
•
•

PETRANOVA

• CCS retrofit of a 240 MW unit with capture capacity of approximately 1.6Mt of CO2 per year.
• Revenue from EOR pays for the entire project with no impact on the power plant or its costs.
• It could be built for 20% less.
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KEY ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS – BUILDING ON EXPERIENCE FOR THE FUTURE
Economic improvements in CCS are paramount to global implementation.
With regulations in Canada and US tax credits (45Q), CCS could receive economic justification.
Unique set of site characteristic will lead to the next large-scale CO2 capture project including:
- proximity to suitable oil fields for EOR or CO2 pipeline
- low cost fuel
- site layout supports retrofit
- local government/community support
- bringing down the cost of amine solvents

- existing AQCS
- newer unit with high capacity factor
- access to port and/or modular facilities
- good availability of craft labor

The cost of equipping CCS on coal-fired power plants will need to be reduced through experience
and innovation.
For its successful implementation CCS will require:

i) an effective government imposed CO2 pricing mechanism,
ii) a level playing field with alternative low carbon technologies and
iii) short term demonstration support to drive down costs.
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OPTIMIZATION – AN INSIDER’S LOOK
Based on lessons learned from BD3 estimated costs for the next CCS project are 30% lower.
Even with these developments different challenges have emerged for CCS:
• The current low price of natural gas has encouraged the building of natural gas power stations
• The low price of oil has discouraged the implementation of CO2 EOR projects.
• The high capital costs of CSS remain the largest challenge.
Capital cost needs to be balanced with the other variables that impact the levelized cost of electricity.
Costs are highly influenced by various rates, labour costs and fuel costs.
Costs will lower with large scale deployment.
OTHER SESSIONS ON DAY 1:
Canadian Oil Sands Innovation Alliance’s assessment of CCUS opportunities
Advancements in CO2 Storage
CCUS on industrial sources – the next frontier of GHG reductions
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CCUS PATH FORWARD:
A PERSPECTIVE FROM ASIA

CHINA PARTNERSHIPS FOR CCUS

OTHER SESSIONS ON DAY 2:

ADB panel featuring: Vietnam,
Indonesia, Bangladesh and India.

CCUS is essential for China.

• Overview of CCUS in Canada

Over 80% of CO2 emissions are related
to the energy production sector.

• Discovering International
Business Opportunities
through the CTCN

There is immense potential for CO2
capture in the Shaanxi province.

• CCS: Essential Now!

International CCS Knowledge Centre
working with Yanchang, National CCUS
Centre, and ADB.

• Exploring Enabling Policies
for CCUS Development

Energy security concerns make CCUS
important for developing countries.
Costs and balancing of other priorities
are real concerns.
Developing countries near oceans
encourage other countries to use CCUS
urgently to combat sea level rise.

• CCS in a Paris World

Boundary Dam
Symposium Day 3 Tour
Learning starts here.
Next plant will be up to 30% cheaper.

GLOBAL CCS Symposium: Key Take-Aways
1.

Costs of CCS are coming down

2.

Diverse energy mixes provide reliable base load energy and CCS allows us to
transition out of fossil fuels in a clean way

3.

Enhanced Oil Recovery is a tool to spur development but policies must go farther

4.

Conversion sounds good, but it may take more energy

5.

Small scale is not enough; we need large commercial demonstration now

WE MUST COLLABORATE
LET’S SHARE WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED

Specific CCS Regulations in Canada

Upcoming Events and
Opportunities

Many aspects of CCS projects are covered under provincial oil and gas regulations.
Saskatchewan

The Oil and Gas Conservation
Act

National Energy Board
regulates CO2 pipelines

Alberta

The Oil and Gas Conservation Act
Pipeline Act
CCUS at Globe
CCS Funding Act & Regulations
CCS Statutes Amendment Act, 2010
Carbon Sequestration Tenure Regulation
March 14-16, 2018

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
More CCUS information coming soon!
Go to globeseries.com to register

